i. Introduction in some articles, and even in the draft materials for this conference, it is stated that "perhaps the single most significant source of risk from the presence of nuclear wastes in the oceans stems from soviet era dumping of wastes. . . ." it reminds me of some provisions which we consider to-day as historic stock phrases.
in the soviet union, the public was well aware of the fact that it was the united states and a few other western nations who had pioneered the use of high sea sites for the purposes of radioactive waste disposal.
what the soviet public did not know was how much radioactive waste (RAw) was being dumped by the soviet military and other soviet state entities, and where.
The issue of radioactive waste disposal is probably the most politically charged aspect of the global environmental effort. it should not be too difficult to paint a picture of nuclear horrors credible enough to convince the more gullible reader that the end of the world is, indeed, near at hand. The words "Curie," "sievert," "milligrey," "Roentgen" or "Terabecquerel" may be nothing but units of measurement in nuclear * The opinions expressed in this article are solely those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the official position of Russian Government entities or the main staff of the Russian navy.
A.i. ioirysh, The Legal Aspects of Radioactive Waste Disposal (979). The united states pioneered deep-sea RAw dumping off the Pacific Coast in 946, followed by dumping off the Atlantic Coast in the 950s. The united Kingdom and then many other European nations followed with their own RAw dumping in north Atlantic in the 950s, when Japan and other Asian nuclear powers also followed suit, dumping their RAw in the Pacific. The soviet union began dumping its RAw in the seas in the late 950s. alexander s. skaridov physics, but they might also sound quite apt as the names of characters in a horror movie.
The author is no physicist or nuclear scientist, although he does know what kind of water is used to wash the third cooling circuit of a nuclear submarine reactor. He does not consider himself knowledgeable enough to treat the issue of radioactive waste disposal in any way, except from an institutional and legal angle. Even so, no global or regional, political or legal response to radioactive waste dumping can be discussed without considerable knowledge in the natural sciences.
ii. Information Sources about Radioactive Wastes ("RAW") in the Arctic
There is no dearth of investigative and scientific writing describing the radioactive condition of the world's oceans. Every time you use such a source you ask yourself, just how does the author know the kind of information that any government will zealously keep under lock and key? But, on the other hand, the issue is too serious to use the veil of secrecy as a pretext to ignore or delay addressing the priorities affecting the conditions of human habitation on a global scale. in the soviet union, as in any other nuclear power, the 'nuclear topic' was out of bounds. in the early 990s, the Russian and international media were filled with sensational reports of the alleged dangers of excessive radioactive waste dumping in the Arctic and far Eastern seas. As long as RAw dumping information was mainly related to the operation of nuclear powered submarines it was classified at the highest level and could not enter the public domain unless such entry was sanctioned by the government. such a sanction was given in 99, when the President of Russia established by decree a government commission to investigate radioactive levels in Russia and worldwide. The commission's work was summarized in a publication titled White Book '1993 (wB '93) , which appeared in 993.
white Book '93 was a pioneering attempt by Russian scholars to summarize and analyze how much and what kind of RAw had been dumped in the oceans by Russia and other nuclear states. despite their stated aspiration to "give a full and impartial view of the state of affairs with
